MBECT for Chrome Users

A few of our users have reported issues trying to print billing calendars when using Chrome as their browser to access MBECT. To fix the issue, technical support has advised that users need to disable the plugin for Adobe Flash and use the stand alone Flash plugin found at the following site:

http://tinyurl.com/chromeflashfix

If you are not experiencing trouble then no action is required. If you need additional assistance, please contact the MSIS Help Desk at msishelp@umich.edu.

Financial Analysis Reports

As some users may be aware, MBECT offers a series of graphical financial analyses based on the data users have already entered in the system to generate their billing calendar, budget, and enrollment. From the Milestones and Analysis module, click through the reports on the main page:

- **Subject Summary**: Displays a summary or research or sponsor amounts by subject. Use the drop down to view payment status.
- **Subject Activity**: See detailed visit activity and payment status for each subject.
- **Break Even**: A visual breakdown of how many subjects must be enrolled to break even on the trial.
- **Timeline**: See forecasted and actual sponsor amounts over the life of the trial.

Need help with these or other reports? Contact the Help Desk for guidance!

Training Continues!

- **Item Search/Pricing Tool Training**: The clinical research pricing tool disappears October 2013. We have classes available to show you how to get pricing out of MBECT. **Only one pricing tool session remains**! Sign up here:
  - http://tinyurl.com/MBECT-Training

- **Financial Overview**: Ask the help desk about setting up an overview of the financial modules for your department.
  - If you don’t see an option that works for you **don’t worry**! Contact the help desk and let us know!